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Abstract
Through the course of the last few decades, there has been a
considerable and unprecedented increase in the development of digital
technologies. This development has disruptively affected the
equilibrium of contemporary society’s constitutional ecosystem. Thus,
a set of normative responses have emerged in order to face digital
technology’s created obstacles and restore relative equilibrium. Due to
this, a considerable amount of academic literature can be found
regarding the subject matter of digital constitutionalism. Authors such
as Celeste debate that the concept is an attractive one when attempting
to explain the contemporary constitutional moment1. The current paper
offers an extensive definition of the concept of digital
constitutionalism, identifying its aims, and clarifying the notion of the
digital world’s constitutionalization. Much of the available academic
literature seems to suggest that digital constitutionalism has a
programmatic value. The concept pushes people to assess the so far
changes produced by digital technology and to reflect on the principles
that have to be maintained. On the one hand, contemporary humans
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possess the possibility to exercise various basic rights, i.e. freedom of
speech and expression. On the other, this new digital paradigm
possesses various threats to these basic rights in the form of
surveillance, data monitoring, and predictive policing.
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Introduction
The concept of digital constitutionalism is highly appealing because it
can be used to elaborate on the emergence of recent constitutional
counteractions against digital technology produced challenges. While
there is a considerable amount of literature regarding the subject matter
of digital constitutionalism, much of this literature does not offer a
uniform understanding of the subject matter or a uniform definition of
it. The aims of the current paper were to assess digital
constitutionalism, or cyber constitutionalism, as an alternative to the
traditional legal system. In order to achieve the aim of the current
paper, an extensive synthesis of academic literature was conducted.
From this extensive synthesis, it was found that digital
constitutionalism, while an appealing concept, lacks a well-defined and
universally accepted framework upon which it can be further built or
developed. Furthermore - upon assessing various human rights cases,
censorship cases, and freedom of speech-related cases - it was found
that the rise of the Internet has led to several different entities, from
individual to groups to entire governments, manipulating the systems
available to them in order to further their objectives. Digital
constitutionalism is the representation of contemporary
constitutionalism’ decline as it does not identify normative responses
but rather embodies values and principles to guide and inform them.
On the other hand, emerging normative responses can be treated as
elements of the digital paradigm being constitutionalized. Nonetheless,
frameworks such as Klonick’s can be used in analyzing government
limitations on social media capabilities as well as a basis for digital
constitutionalism itself.
1.

Terms of Service of Social Media Platforms

The experiment that Facebook had conducted on including
notions on democracy onto its website demonstrates the disassociation
between legal realities and social values. Service terms, in law, are
contracting documentation that establishes a basic customer
transaction: users agree to be bound by the conditions and terms of the
121
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website in exchange for attaining access to it2;3. The legal connection
between users and providers is that of customers and firm, not citizens
and sovereign4. In legal regards, it is not logical to speak of rights in
customer transactions should they not be bargained for explicitly5.
According to Zuckerberg6, the company’s terms of service are not
simply documentation that protects it's alongside its users’ rights;
instead the document governs how users, around the globe, uses its
services. Due to this significance, it is important for the company to
ensure that the values and principles of Facebook users are reflected in
the company’s terms of service.7
The proclamation of Zuckerberg identifies a reality that legal
regulations are not able to; contractual service terms have an integral
constitutional part in the governance of daily life.
They are constitutional documentations in the manner that they
are important to the manner in which shared social environments are
governed and constituted. Service term documentations offer their
operators a considerable amount of power. These documents, for
corporate, large platforms in particular, are written in a manner that
aims at safeguarding the platform providers’ commercial interests.
Research such as that of Braman and Roberts demonstrates the manner
in which contracts of Internet service providers prohibit speech that is
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protected by constitution and reject standards of constitution in favor
of enforcing their own regulations8. In the context of the United States,
constitutional rights language does not have any application in the
private paradigm; the law of the constitution is applicable mainly to the
actions of public organizations and state actors where the state itself is
involved directly9.
This means that, where they apply, the rights of constitution –
i.e. freedom of association and speech, the right to take part in
democratic processes, and due process requirements – are not
applicable against private actors and are only applicable against state
actors. While certain academics such as Shaw, Fiedler and Meyen have
made suggestions that the rules of constitution can be applicable to
quasi-public for a platform, legislation has not been developed in such
a manner, at least for now10;11. This has led to users possessing a
minimum amount of legal redress in regards to complains regarding
how the platform, or platforms, is/are governed. Users of online
platforms are viewed as being clients who accept private network
participation terms voluntarily. The users, after adopting and accepting
these terms, have to abide by them, according to law. The legal
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response that creates worries for users, regarding how platforms are
governed, is that “If you don’t like it, leave”12;13.
The organizations operating these platforms place a tremendous
amount of effort in order to avoid being seen as accountable to thirdparties for what users do on the platform. They accomplish this by
reducing the extent to which they are viewed as regulating their users.
By demonstrating themselves as intermediaries who are entirely
neutral; as conversation facilitators and content carriers, these
organizations look to avoid the implication of being accountable for the
manner in which their systems are deployed and designed and the
manner in which their users act 14;15. Simultaneously, social media
organizations have powerful incentives to mold the manner in which
users interact and behave so as to fulfil the varying and, generally,
conflicting demands inside and from varying communities of users,
governments, groups of civil society, businesses, and advertisers.
This act is highly delicate as these organizations express their
discretion and neutrality, as private property owners and businesses, to
control and manage their networks. However, this is far from the truth
as these platforms are, in no manner, neutral. The algorithms and
architecture they use mold the manner in which their users
communicate as well as the information that participants are presented.
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While their use terms and policies illustrated in terms that are formally
neutral, the powers they offer are selectively enforced and wielded16.
Their continuing processes of governance are molded by the interplay
of social norms17 and complicated sociotechnical18 socio-economic
structures19.
Platforms intervene as user mediation systems cannot be neutral
in any manner20;21. Accordingly, the terms of service contract
documents have to perform double duties. The first duty is that users
have complete discretion to control the manner in which the platform
operates as well as the manner in which it is utilized. The second duty
is that of for any questioning the manner in which the platform
exercises its behavior controlling powers for other ends – such as
governments seeking to censor content or surveil users, users
16
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themselves, and third-parties and owners of copyright with grievances;
the terms are arranged in such a manner to disclaim responsibility or
liability for the manner in which autonomous users behave.
This duality is only maintained to the extent that these organizations
are entirely within the private sphere. The duality depends on the
proclamation of a basic distinction: While social media platforms
possess the legal right and technical ability to regulate the manner in
which the systems are utilized, they are not burdened with the legal or
moral accountability for the manner in which their users behave or act.
This distinction operates on the notion that social media users are
rational and entirely autonomous actors within a liberal market. These
individuals provide their consent to social media organizations as being
their entry price, but keep their personal responsibilities. This
proclamation allows these platforms to be entirely private businesses
and has come under considerable focus as contemporary humans learn
of the part that these platforms play in the governance of daily
activities22.
The manner in which individual rights are safeguarded within
the confines of the online world has become an increasing international
concern23;24. According to an article published by the Guardian,
Berners-Lee called for “Magna Carta for the Web” in order to
safeguard individual rights; with the campaign being taken up by the
“Web We Want” initiative. This initiative uses those that came before
and builds on them, namely the principles of the Global Network’s
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Initiative25 and the Charter of Internet Principles & Rights Coalition26.
Most other campaigns and declarations from supranational entities,
groups of civil society, and nation states reflect these calls that are
inherently grouped amongst liberal, classic priorities: rights of privacy,
decentralized powers, freedom of expression and formal equality (i.e.
net neutrality)27;28.
Generally, these initiatives are aimed against state actor
interference; i.e. the demands of several governments to disclose and
gather information regarding the activities of users, block or remove
access to information that is prohibited, and engineer technologies and
networks in a manner to facilitate law enforcement and surveillance. In
contrast, pressure for improved governance is generally least visible
and mostly dispersed on intermediaries’ practices of internal selfgovernance. This leads intermediaries to become more secretive
regarding their practice of content regulation and how their service
terms are enforced29. Only a handful of major institutions and rights
declarations have been made in order to hold Internet service provider’s
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focus on their internal procedures and policies’ procedural
legitimacy30.
Primarily, these have focused on privacy rights and freedom of
expression31;32. The users who care about the manner in which their
content is regulated, dissimilar to powerful local governments and
lobby groups, do not possess influence on the platforms they use as
well as the platform’s policies. This issue is then intensified by basic
uncertainties and conflicts inside of civil society, where a consensus
has not been reached regarding the extent to which users require
protection from the governing decisions of the platforms they use. This
deficit in rights language and articulated platform responsibility
concepts make it even more challenging to express the concerns that
platforms as well as users may have33.
There is an increasing need for a language of user rights. If
contemporary shared social environments are governed by platforms of
digital and online media, then there is a continuing challenge to
articulate the rights that users should have as well as the manner in
which said rights are to be safeguarded. In certain ways, social media
environments can be regarded as quasi-public environments, where
liberal differentiation between private and public is not sufficient in
order to appropriately comprehend user experiences and
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relationships34. Service terms do not possess an efficient market and
the organizations that create these terms have such a disproportionate
amount of power, relative to their users, that the user agency to
negotiate said terms is highly restricted35.
Had a rulesets market been developed, to the extent that
governing private bodies dealt with subjects of basic human rights,
these values are too significant to be left as contract negotiations. As
users look for ways to renegotiate the social contracts that act as the
foundation for their relations with the platforms they use, the concerns
regarding private governance are continuing to increase in ways that
are organized in a loose and diverse manner. These concerns tend to
manifest themselves as controversies regarding the manner in which
power is exercised over matters such as bias content curating and
selecting algorithms, responses to harassment and abuse perpetrated
via the platform, and censorship questions36. In some situations,
sustained and organized actions by user groups have demonstrated their
effectiveness at pressuring social media organization into changing
their service terms37. However, without an agreement amongst users as
to whether their interests can be referred to as rights and thus override
service terms, these efforts generally take place in isolated and only
proceed in a slow manner.
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This is the project of digital constitutionalism: rethinking the
manner in which power exercising, within the context of the digital
world, can be made legitimate 38;39. The rule of law’s primary notion is
that rules limit the exercise of powers. Moreover, constitutionalism
seeks to define these limitations. Thus, constitutionalism being applied
to the digital world is then the creation of articulated limitations
regarding the exercise of powers within the confines of a networking
society40. This type of constitutionalism faces an important challenge,
which is to identify the manner in which appropriate governance values
can be safeguarded within the online world. It is an increasing issue to
develop and identify legal, social, and technical approaches that can
help in improving online governance legitimacy41. Protecting
telecommunications users’ constitutional rights has been a problem for
a considerable amount period of time and has now become even more
important as many begin to realize the significant part that digital
media platforms play as communication intermediaries42.
In constitutional theory and law, there is a division between
private and public, which becomes problematic when one realizes that
38
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regulation is not only the duty of the state43. The regulations of online
environments as well as the manner in which these regulations are
enforced have a considerable impact on their user’s human rights44.
Recognizing this fact has led to several outcries for newer ways of
thinking about digital platform governance and a better comprehension
of the manner in which online governance and constitutional rights
converge45;46;47. Thus, there is a need to better understand how, once
governance has been decentralized, rights and values of constitution
can be safeguarded48.
2.
Existing Legal Barriers to Private Lawsuits Against Social
Media Providers
Under contemporary federal legislation, users of social media
platforms face two barriers when attempting to file a lawsuit against
the platform provider for its decision to limit or host access to the
content created by a user. The first of which is that these lawsuits are
only applicable on the platform’s decision to delete content rather than
allow it as then the social media platforms would go against the United
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States First Amendment49. However, doctrines of state action offer that
the freedom of speech, and the safeguards in place to protect it, is not
applicable when an individual is harmed by a private entity, but rather
when an individual is harmed by a government entity50. The second
legislative barrier is that the Section 230 of the Communications
Decency Act providers interactive computer service providers with
broad immunity51;52;53.
Communications Decency Act Section 230 subsection c part 1
offers these service providers with immunity from lawsuits looking
toward holding the provider responsible for the publication of
information that was made by a provider of information content;
thereby protecting websites in the field of social media from being
accountable for hosting content54;55. In contrast, the second part of this
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subsection offers websites immunity if they have been taking good
faith actions to limit accessibility to content that users or the provider
has deemed “objectionable, obscene, harassing, lewd, excessively
violent, filthy, or lascivious”56. Therefore, United States federal
legislation currently does not offer users, who wish to challenge to
decisions of a social media platform to restrict or ban content or to host
content any necessary resources. Moreover, it may limit or eliminate
the liability and responsibilities of these platforms in certain situations.
3.

First Amendment: State Action Requirement

The United States’ First Amendment’s Clause regarding Free
Speech states “Congress shall make no law… abridging the freedom of
speech”57 and through the Fourteenth Amendment, it applies to every
state58. Therefore, similar to other guarantees of constitution, the First
Amendment is applicable only in situations where the lawsuit is filed
against the actions of government59. According to the Supreme Court,
as cited by Konvitz60, while common or statutory law does in certain
circumstances provide redress and extend its protections against
individuals or private organizations seeking to abridge others’ free
expression, the Constitution itself does not provide such redress or
protection. On the other hand, in certain situations, the Supreme Court,
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has permitted claims of the First Amendment to proceed against
protected speech abridging private entities.
Aside from factual situations where companies exercise powers
that are exclusively and traditionally held by the government, the
Supreme Court has applied this Amendment to private entities if the
entity has a relationship that is sufficiently close to the government61.
Situations can exist when a private entity is subject to extensive
regulations of the state; however, governmental regulations themselves
are insufficient in establishing the requirement of state action62.
Therefore, the question in cases involving private parties is that of
whether the relationship between the private actor and the state is close
enough to treat the former’s actions as being those of the state
themselves.
Unfortunately, courts lower than the Supreme Court have
universally concluded that the First Amendment does not prohibit
providers of social media services from limiting the ability of their
users to post content on their platforms. Conversely, the Supreme Court
itself has not offered its thoughts on this subject matter, and this will
be elaborated upon in detail in the following paragraphs. It should be
noted that several legal commentators have debated that courts should
view platforms of social media as being equal to state actors, at least
when they act in similar ways (Konvitz 2017)63.
4.
First Amendment Limits on Government Regulation of
Social Media Content
In attempting to address wide concerns of public policy
regarding the manner in which social media organizations regulate the
content that users create, legislators and commentators have proposed

61
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legislation to safeguard the ability of social media platform users to
freely speak64; and to have these platforms clarify, remove, or
deemphasize certain types of content65;66. As elaborated upon
previously, the First Amendment is inapplicable to conflicts that arise
between private entities67, thus federal regulation that regulates
decisions regarding content accessible on the Internet may qualify as
sufficient state action in order to implicate this Amendment68. The
Amendment, after all, states that “Congress shall make no law…
abridging the freedom of speech”69. When it has been established the
actions being committed are those of the state, the consideration that
follows is that of the extent to which the Amendment safeguards
platforms of social media’s decisions to moderate their content.
In another manner, the relevant question is that of when providers of
social media services are able to ascertain that regulations of the
government infringe on their speech. For example, if the creator of the
website hosts content on their platform that they have created then the
creator is able to raise their First Amendment objections to regulation
of speech70. Providers of social media services can argue that they
64
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exercise the right to freedom of speech when they select if user created
content can be published on their website and when they make
decisions regarding how said content can be presented71. Moreover, the
fact that a law can affect First Amendment protected freedom of speech
does not make the law itself unconstitutional. The First Amendment,
as elaborated upon in the following, does not restrict conduct
regulations and offers certain speech regulations.
5.
Background Principles: First Amendment Protections
Online
On one hand, the First Amendment safeguards individual
freedom of speech. On the other, its safeguards are not applicable to all
cases in the same way. In a similar manner, not all regulations of
government that affect social media website posted content can be
assessed as the same as there are a range of factors that affect the
analysis of a given court. Primarily, a court may question the nature of
the actions being regulated, which includes where the actions can be
appropriately characterized as conduct or speech72. Legislation that
targets conduct and speech burdened by incident are permissible73.
However, it is not an easy task to identify speech. Lower courts have
held that, as long as they offer information that humans can understand,
computer programs and codes can be entitled to protections of the First
Amendment74.
In certain situations, courts have found that the names of
domains can be regarded as protected speech75. The Supreme Court, in
Guiora, Amos, and Park, Elizabeth A. 2017. “Hate Speech on Social
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72
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a general manner, stated that conduct that is inherently expressive can
be provided with protections of the First Amendment76. Should
legislation aim at regulating speech, courts can make the decision as to
the speech type being regulated so as to determine the manner in which
said regulation can be scrutinized. An example of this would be the
court questioning whether said speech was commercial; if speech is
used for commercial purposes or is commercial in nature then it
becomes less deserving of First Amendment protections. Commercials
and advertisements hosted on or displayed on social media platforms
may be regarded as being commercial speech77.
However, the speech may receive higher protection if it is not
commercial and is, perhaps, advocating certain political notions, rights,
etc.78. It is also possible for certain speech categories to attain fewer
protections than that of commercial speech79. An example of these
lesser protected forms of speech would be speech advocating for
violent actions; advocacy that directly produces of incites unlawful
actions80. Therefore, violent speech or threats posted on social media
are less entitled to the protections offered by the First Amendment.
Conclusion
Social media websites offer users with platforms to generate
original content. In this context, these platforms can make the decision
of the manner in which they wish to present the content, whether they
wish to host the content, and whether they wish to make alterations to
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the content during the process of it being presented on their website81.
However, whether these editorial actions can be regarded as First
Amendment protected speech is a challenging question. An appellate
court, cited by Swartzwelder82, states that entities that act as mediums
for other’s produced speech can be provided with protection under the
First Amendment if they take part in editorial discretion when choosing
the speech, they wish to broadcast.
Conversely, the court stated that if the entity neutrally and
indiscriminately broadcasts the speech of every user then this entity
cannot be a “First Amendment speaker”83. Some have debated that the
First Amendment protects the publication decisions of social media
platforms84. Academic debate, until recently, was primarily focused on
if the algorithms that online Internet search engines utilize in order to
attain and demonstrate search results could be appropriately
characterized as the search engine’s speech85;86. Bracha had debated
that the publication activities of search engines met, at least, one First
Amendment qualification criteria as search engines publish substantive
receivable and sendable messages87. However, ElSherief, Kulkarni,
Nguyen, Wang and Belding argue that indexing the results of a search
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is not equal to communicating ideas that are protected by arguing to be
entitled to the protections of the First Amendment, the content needs to
be chosen and adopted by the entity communicating it as if it were their
own88.
Nonetheless, because there is deficit in cases that assess this subject,
researchers generally analyze the subject of whether the publication
decisions of a social media website can be protected under the First
Amendment through First Amendment case analogies. Klonick89
(2017) argued that there are three potential frameworks for courts to
analyze government limitations on social media’s capabilities to
moderate the content created by their users. The first would be to view
these websites as being equal to small organizations90. In this light,
these websites would be viewed as state actors bound by the First
Amendment when regulating protected speech. The second is that of
viewing these websites as being similar to special industries such as
broadcast media and carriers; for which, courts have allowed higher
regulation of speech in light of the need to safeguard public access to
their service91.
The last is to view these websites as new editors, who receive the
entirety of the First Amendment’s protections during editorial
decisions92. It is quite likely that a standalone framework or analogy
may not be able to account for the various different platforms of social
media as well as the different activities conducted by and on these
platforms. For example, one platform may exercise editorial control
88
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over content generated by users while others may take part in merely
hosting the content. Therefore, determining how a case abides by a
certain framework depends entirely on the case at hand as well as the
activities regarding it.
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